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Earthquake-tsunami stone monuments have been built as mediums to pass on historical records and lessons of past 
disasters. However, the impression on the stone monuments becomes illegible due to damage by natural and 
biological weathering for a long period. In this study, a digital surface model (DSM) of 6 earthquake-tsunami stone 
monuments in Kochi and Tokushima prefectures were created by Structure from Motion photogrammetry (SfM) to 
decipher and record the characters on the monuments. The result shows that the modification of DSM based on 
map-representation methods was useful to help reading characters on the stone monuments even when the surface 
of the monument was not so flat. In particular, a composite of hill shaded, surface curvature, and slope map 
reproduces the similar characters to corresponding rubbed copy. In contrast, it was difficult to create DSM 
accurately for newly built monuments due to shiny and smooth surface by polishing. In order to construct 3D models 
of such new monuments, orthomosaic image from 3D texture data was useful. We conclude that digital rubbed 
copies constructed by various map models can help to decipher and record the stone monuments. A website that 
introduces digital rubbings, 3D models, and map information of earthquake-tsunami monuments will help public to 
understand the historical earthquakes. 
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